Automatic Weapon Simulator
Features:
Cyclic rates up to 350 rounds per minute
Low Maintenance
Low Cost of Operation
Weather Proof
Steel Construction
Uses:
MOUTSites
Combat Training Centers
Homeland Security
Law Enforcement
Military
The Automatic Weapon Simulator was designed as a cost
effective and safe alternative to blank firing, large caliber
weapons for military training. The weapon simulator is
also an ideal solution for military and law enforcement training.
The weapon simulator is capable of firing single shots,
burst fire, as well as fully auto rate of up to 350 rounds per
minute.
Cost Effective:

Because it uses readily available welding gases, the
weapon simulator eliminates the need for specialized
weapon licenses and storage. With standard 20 cu.ft.
cylinders, the weapon simulator will produce approxi
mately 3000 shots, more than enough to complete any
training maneuver. Regular maintenance consists of
changing the supply gases.

Shown with possible
SOcal package

Flexible:

The cyclic rate of the weapon
simulator is adjustable. Our standard
unit can be programmed to produce a
wide variety of firing scenarios to fit
your specific needs.
The working module of the
weapon simulator is approxi
mately 16" x 4" x 4". This module
can be housed in any package
needed, from a simple armored
housing to a flashy chromed
mini-gun. all to be determined by
your needs.
Armored for miMary use

The weapon simulator can be permanently installed at
your venue or made portable with road cases, vehicle
mounts or any other transport system you require.
General Specifications:

Construction
Finish
Reliable:

Mini-gun package

The weapon simulator is designed for years of trouble
free operation. All of the control components are housed in
NEMA 4, 4x enclosures and carry an ETL listing for
industrial control panels.
The system has been tested and approved for use in
most weather conditions**.

Working Module: Stainless Steel
As required by application.

Acoustic Output

85 to 105 db spl at 20 feet, 10hz to 20khz

Dimensions
Weight

16 x 4 x 4 inches (working module)
6 lbs.
(working module)

Power
Requirements

120 volt 50/60hz 5 amp
(24 and 12 volt DC available)
(International voltages available)

(** Special design considerations are needed for system to be
operated in environments below 20° F.)
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Concussive Wave Cannon
Features:

Uses:

Low Maintenance
Low Cost of Operation
Adjustable Output
Directional Wave Cabinet
Weather Proof
Steel Construction
MOUTSites
Combat Training Centers
Military
Wildlife Control
Homeland Security
Law Enforcement

The Concussive Wave Cannon was designed as a cost
effective alternative to pyrotechnic concussion devices.
The wave cannon is an ideal solution for wildlife control,
military and law enforcement training. Anywhere you
need a solid, reliable and safe concussion.
Cost Effective:

Because it uses readily available welding gases, the wave
cannon eliminates the need for specialized pyrotechnic
licenses and storage. Also the average cost per shot is
less than 1O cents and can be repeated every 2 seconds at
the press of a button, eliminating the need for labor to
reload the device. And regular maintenance consists of
changing the supply gases.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between pyrotechnic
concussion and the concussive wave cannon.
Pyro Co11cussion
\\'ave Canoon
A vcroge Cost per Shot
$6.00
Less than $ 0.1 O
Reload Time
2 minutes minimum
None
Number o/Shols
One per product tube
Unlimited
Repeatablity
Dependent on number of
Every 2 seconds
product tubes and reload time.
None•
Licenses Needed
State and/or Federal explosive
•(Local authorities may require a permit for the operation on this device)
Figure 1

Reliable:

The all steel construction of the wave cannon is designed
for years of trouble free operation. All of the control
components are housed in NEMA 4, 4x enclosures and
carry an ETL listing for industrial control panels.
The system has been tested and approved for use in most
weather conditions**.

(** Special design considerations are needed for system to be
operated in environments below 20° F.)

Flexible:

The output level of the wave cannon is adjustable from
80db to over 130db.
The wave cannon cabinet focuses the majority of the force
wave in a 160 x 80 degree pattern, putting the effect where
it is needed.
The wave cannon system can be permanently installed at
your venue or made portable with road cases, trailers or
any other transport system you require.
General Specifications:

Construction

Mild Steel (stainless steel available)

Finish
Color

Enamel (powder coating available)
Black (other colors available)

Acoustic Output

80 to 135 db spl at 20 feet, 10hz to
20khz

Acoustic
Pattern

10hz to 20khz / 160 x 80 degree
below 80hz I 360 degree

Dimensions
Weight

26 x 28 x 18 inches (wave cabinet only)
250 lbs. (wave cabinet only)

Power

120 volt 50/60hz 5 amp

Requirements

(24 and 12 volt DC available)
(International voltages available)
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RTE

Rooftop Explosion System
(RTE-V2-06)

Features:

Low operation costs
Low Maintenance
Weather proof
All steel construction
Environmental friendly
Repeatable

Uses: Simulation and training for:
MOUT sites
Combat training centers
Law enforcement
Military
SWAT
Homeland Security
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

(RTE-V2-06)

The Rooftop Explosion System (RTE-V2-06) was
designed to simulate a large rooftop explosion
(noise & fire) as cost effective and safer alternative
to pyrotechnics & explosives. It is an excellent
simulation tool for Military & law enforcement
training. The RTE creates a large fireball
approximately 60 feet in diameter that rises @ 70
feet into the air accompanied by a loud BOOM
creating an audible and visual signature that is
guaranteed to get the training soldier's attention.
The RTE can be permanently installed or slightly
modified to become portable. This system can be
designed to simulate the explosion of just about
anything; including but not limited to buildings,
armored vehicles, transports, water tanks and fuel
dumps. Repeatability is key and this unit is ready
to go in matter of minutes.
Ease of Operation /Cost effectiveness:
Simple in operation, utilizing readily available
welding and commercial gases, the RTE
eliminates the need for special licensing & storage
of explosives. The regular maintenance consists
of simply changing the welding gases. There is no
need to reload between each scenario or effect.
It is estimated that this system creates its effect for
less than $ 1.50 per cycle.

Built and designed to withstand operation during
any training, the RTE can operate in inclement
weather.
Reliability:
The RTE has been designed with longevity in
mind and should give years of trouble free use and
operation. This system has been used & tested in
most weather conditions. (For applications in
environments colder than 20 degrees Fahrenheit
special design considerations must be considered.)
Options:
- Selectable control options. (specify when
ordering)
-Power options available to local standards.
-Auxilary connection ports for adding the RDS or
PDS for instant control
Acoustic output:
Adjustable Up to 140 DB @40 feet
Dimensions:
Approximately
6 feet wide x 8 feet long x 3 feet tall
Weight:
~1200 LBS.
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RDS and PDS
Rooftop Debris System
(RDS-V2-06)

Portable Debris System
(PDS-V1-07)

Features:

Low operation costs
Low Maintenance
Weather proof
All steel construction
Environmental friendly
Repeatable

Uses: Simulation and training for:
MOUT sites
Combat training centers
Law enforcement
Military
SWAT
Homeland Security
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

The Rooftop Debris System (RDS-V2-06) was
designed to simulate a large rooftop explosion
(debris) as a cost effective and safer alternative to
pyrotechnics & explosives. It is an excellent
simulation tool for Military & law enforcement
training. The RDS creates a large debris cloud
approximately 30 feet in diameter into the air and
reloads for multiple events without the need to
refill debris chamber for each and every event.
The debris cloud can also contain pellets for night
time training causing a physical reference that falls
on the affected area. The mixture is
biodegradable and environmentally friendly. The
RDS can be permanently installed or slightly
modified to become the Portable Debris System
(PDS). This system can be designed to simulate
the explosion of just about anything, including but
not limited to buildings, armored vehicles, and
transports. Repeatability is key and this unit is
ready to go in a matter of minutes.
Ease of Operation /Cost effectiveness:
Utilizing readily available commercial welding
gases, the RDS eliminates the need for special
licensing & storage of explosives. The regular
maintenance consists of simply changing the
gases and filling the debris reservoir. There is no
need to reload between each scenario or effect.

(RDS-V2-06 Shown)

It is estimated that this system creates its effect for
less than $1.00 per cycle. Built and designed to
withstand operation during any training, the RTE
can operate in inclement weather.
Reliability:
The RDS has been designed with longevity in
mind and should give years of trouble free use and
operation. This system has been used & tested in
most weather conditions.
Options:
- Selectable control options. (specify when
ordering)
-Power options available to local standards.
-Auxilary connection ports for connecting to the
Rooftop Explosion System or Concussive Wave
Cannon.
-Audible signature added with our Concussive
Wave Cannon
Dimensions:
Approximately
3 feet wide x 4 feet long x 3 feet tall
Weight:
~800 LBS (RDS)
~300 LBS (PD$)
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GPES

Gas Pump Explosion System
{ GPE-V2-06}

Features:

Low Maintenance
Low Cost of Operation
Weather Resistant
All Steel Construction
Environmentally Friendly
Repeatable

Uses: Simulation and training for:
MOUT Sites

Military
Combat Training Centers
Homeland Security
Law Enforcement
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

The Gas Pump Explosion (GPE-V2-06) was
designed to simulate a large gas explosion (fire
and noise) from a fuel storage/pump station as a
cost effective and safer alternative to pyrotechnics
& explosives. It is an excellent simulation tool for
Military & law enforcement training. The GPE
creates 2 medium fireballs approximately 15 feet
in diameter that rise approx. 30 feet into the air.
Accompanied by our Concussive Wave Cannon, a
loud BOOM creates an audible and visual
signature that is realistic and offers real world
simulation to the training soldier.

Reliability:
The GPES has been designed with longevity in
mind and should give years of trouble free use and
operation. This system has been used & tested in
most weather conditions. (For applications in
environments colder than 20 degrees Fahrenheit
special design considerations must be considered.)

Ease of Operation /Cost effectiveness:
Utilizing readily available welding and commercial
gases, the GPES eliminates the need for special
licensing & storage of explosives. The regular
maintenance consists of simply changing the
welding gases. There is no need to reload
between each scenario or effect. It is estimated
that this system creates its effect for less than
$1.50 per cycle.

Acoustic output:
Adjustable Up to 140 DB@40 feet

Options:
- Selectable control options. (specify when
ordering)
-Power options available to local standards.

Finish:
Industrial and powder coatings. Available
customized graphics for your site or design
installation.

Built and designed to withstand operation during
any training, the GPES can operate in inclement
weather.
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PFS

Portable Fire System
(PFS-V1-07)

Features:

Low operation costs
Low Maintenance
Weather proof
All steel construction
Environmental friendly
Repeatable
Portable

Uses:

Simulation and training for:
MOUT sites
Combat training centers
Law enforcement
Military
SWAT
Homeland Security
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

The Portable Fire System (PFS-V1-07) was
designed to simulate a large explosion (fire) as a
cost effective and safer alternative to pyrotechnics
& explosives. It is an excellent simulation tool for
military & law enforcement training. The PFS
creates a large fireball approximately 50 feet in
diameter that rises @ 70 feet into the air.
Accompanied by a loud BOOM from our
Concussive Wave Cannon (CWC) (optional)
creating an audible and visual signature that is
guaranteed to get the training personnel's
attention. Flexible implementation-roll it in place
and arm for quick and easy objective changes.
This system can be designed to simulate the
explosion of just about anything, including but not
limited to buildings, armored vehicles, transports,
water tanks and fuel dumps. Repeatability is key
and this unit is ready to go in a matter of minutes.
Ease of Operation /Cost effectiveness:
Utilizing readily available welding and commercial
gases, the PFS eliminates the need for special
licensing & storage of explosives. The regular
maintenance consists of simply changing the
gases. There is no need to reload between each
scenario or effect. It is estimated that this system
creates its effect for less than $1.00 per cycle.

(Shown without armorment)

Built and designed to withstand operation during
any training, the PFS can operate in inclement
weather.
Reliability:
The PFS has been designed with longevity in mind
and should give years of trouble free use and
operation. This system has been used & tested in
most weather conditions. (For applications in
environments colder than 20 degrees Fahrenheit
special design considerations must be considered.)
Options:
- Selectable control options. (specify when
ordering)
-Power options available to local standards.
-Auxiliary connection ports for adding the ewe for
instant control
Acoustic output: (with optional CWC)
Adjustable Up to 140 DB @40 feet
Dimensions:
Approximately
3 feet wide x 4 feet long x 4 feet tall
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VBIEDS

Vehicle Based Improvised Explosive Device
Simulator
Features:

Low Maintenance
Low Cost of Operation
Weather Resistant
Steel Construction
Portable
Flexible and Simple
Implementation
Repeatable

Uses: Simulation and training for:
Military
SWAT
Homeland Security
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

The Vehicle Based Improvised Explosive Device
Simulator is designed for repeatable, safe training
of personnel dealing with today's challenges.
Simple in operation and flexible in implementation,
the VBIEDS becomes a needed resource for the
current world environment. The VBIED includes a
30' fireball and concussive cannon both running
off compressed welding gases for repeatability;
wireless control or wired umbilical for operation by
driver after parking, pyrotechnic visuals (optional
for operation) and different interchangeable visual
modifications are available. All of this is packaged
together with its own on board power to be placed
in any small sized pick-up for interchangeability
and flexibility.
Ease of Operation:
Utilizing readily available welding and commercial
gases, the VBIEDS eliminates the need for special
licensing & storage of explosives. The regular
maintenance consists of simply changing the
welding gases. There is no need to reload
between each scenario or effect and takes less
than a minute to refill accumulators for secondary
effects, keeping the state of alert to its highest.
Built and designed to withstand operation during
any training, the VBIEDS can operate in inclement
weather. Safe operation is available inside the

Acoustic output:
Adjustable Up to 140 DB @40 feet
Weight:
~1200 LBS.
cab of the vehicle, so personnel can drive right up
to a check point and fire it without leaving the
vehicle (suicide terrorist) or park it and walk away
using the auxiliary remote system to fire it on
unsuspecting patrols. Without optional
pyrotechnics, the per shot expendables are less
than $1 per event or add the approved military
pyro smoke for residual marker.
Flexibility and Simple Implementation:
The VBIEDS is designed for flexibility and ease of
implementation. Easily fitting inside the bed of any
small 4 cylinder import pickup truck, the all
inclusive design can be exchanged between
vehicles; for altering scenarios or confusion of
"live/active" target. With interchangeable visual
modifications, the "payload" can be anything from
a load of drums (shown} to animal cages to piles
of debris, all with the same equipment base.
Options:
- Battery charger to match local power supplies.
(specify when ordering)
- Interchangeable Visual Modifications.
- Pyrotechnic launcher
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IEDS

Improvised Explosive Device Simulator
CO2 based (IEDCO201)
Dirt Based (IEDDRT01)
Mud Based (IEDMUD01)
Features:

Low Maintenance
Low Cost of Operation
All Inclusive Design
Weather Resistant
Extremely Portable
Flexible and Simple
Implementation
Repeatable

Uses: Simulation and training for:
Military
SWAT
Homeland Security
Emergency Responders
Civil Services

New in our continued efforts is our IED Line of
Simulators. Currently with three versions,
producing different visual and physical signatures
(shown without visual mods.), these small
autonomous devices can be placed anywhere.
Set off by motion, they produce a harmless but
noticeable signature. Our Co2 based IED
(IEDCO201) creates a white plume dissipating
immediately. Our "Dirt'' based IED (IEDDRT01)
creates a cloud of dust that hangs in the
immediate area before being disbursed by wind or
air movement. Our third "Mud" IED (IEDMUD01)
(affectionately nicknamed "The Humiliator") sprays
a water mist as well as a cloud of dust which
causes the signature to stick to clothes until dry,
leaving a harmless but lasting reminder. All
devices are repeatable and self-controlling for
repeatable, safe training of personnel dealing with
today's challenges.

CO2 Based (IEDCO201) shown

small !EDS can be hidden easily and automatically
fires on unsuspecting patrols set by off by motion.
Built and designed to withstand operation during
training, the !EDS can operate in inclement
weather.
Options:
- Battery charger to match local power supplies.
(specify when ordering)
-Optional visual modifications vary from the
wooden crate, as designed, changed easily to
simple cardboard box or to a pile of rubble and
more. Custom ordered visual modifications to fit
your scenarios and site design.

Ease of Operation:
Simple in operation and flexible in implementation,
running off of compressed welding gases with on
board storage and power, there is no need to
reload between each scenario or effect. With the
ability to set it and forget it, the lightweight and
We are always looking for IDEAS! And welcome your input.
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